Abstract—This paper presents a systematic methodology for design and tuning of the current controller in LCL grid-connected converters for wind turbine applications. The design target is formulated as a minimization of the current loop dominant time constant, which is in accordance with standard design guidelines for wind turbine controllers (fast time response and high stability margins). The proposed approach is derived from the impedance/admittance stability formulation, which, on one hand, has been proved to be suitable for controller design when active damping is implemented and, on the other hand, it has been also proved to be very suitable for system level studies in applications with a high penetration of renewable energy resources. The tuning methodology is as follows: firstly, the physical system is modelled in terms of the converter admittance and its equivalent grid impedance; then, a sensitivity transfer function is derived, from which the closed-loop eigenvalues can be calculated; finally, the set of control gains that minimize the dominant time constant are obtained by direct search optimization. A case study that models the target system in a low power scale is provided and experimental verification validates the theoretical analysis. More specifically, it has been found that the solution that solves the minimization of the current controller time constant (wind turbine controller target) also corresponds to a highly damped electrical response (robustness provided by the active damping).

Index Terms — Ac/dc power conversion, active damping, current control, pulse width modulation converters, stability, wind power generation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Failures of the electric conversion system have an important influence in the number of downtime hours per year [1]. Therefore, robust design of the wind turbine controllers to properly work in different scenarios has a beneficial effect in terms of reliability and availability. Industrial wind turbine controllers are complex multi-loop structures, which involve both mechanical and electric actuators [2]–[5]. The top level design guidelines that apply for wind turbine controllers set the dynamic requirements for each loop in terms of a maximum value for its dominant time constant [4], [5]. This is in agreement with basic theory for cascaded loop design: a short time constant of an inner controllers is convenient for the dynamics of its outer loops [6], [7]. Since the current controllers are the innermost loops of the whole wind turbine controller [8], the time constant minimization of this loops is the control objective that better fits with the wind turbine application [9]–[11]. Furthermore, fast dynamics is also demanded to accomplish stringent grid-code requirements in faulty/weak grid situation [9], [10], [12], [13].

On the other hand, LCL output filter configuration is employed in order to improve the filtering of switching harmonics and fulfill harmonic standards in type IV wind turbines [14]. The selection of filter parameters is not a trivial task, as the internal resonance affects to the current controller dynamics [15]–[24]. Active and passive damping techniques have been proposed for a better dynamic behavior: the goal is to mitigate the harmonic amplification effects around the resonance frequency. In principle, passive damping is unwanted as it is associated to an efficiency loss [15]. Active damping techniques, on the contrary, mitigate the effects of the LCL resonance by proper control actions [16]–[24]. The use of a filtered voltage feed-forward (i.e., use the capacitor voltage in an innermost loop) for active damping [16], [17], [20], [24] can be considered a convenient solution for wind turbine applications, because of its simplicity and readiness (e.g., little modifications to the control structure, no extra sensors needed), and therefore, this technique is considered in this work.

The main objective of this paper is to provide a systematic design approach, which addresses the main control objectives of minimizing the dominant time constant from a constrained system definition (the hardware design is mainly imposed by the wind turbine transformer [14], [25]). The impedance/admittance stability criterion [26], [27] is used to formulate the control problem: the converter dynamics are expressed by an equivalent converter admittance; the LCL capacitance branch in combination with the transformer leakage set the grid impedance [17], [20], [27]. Subsequently, from this formulation an equivalent nominal sensitivity transfer function is proposed. It is shown as the root-locus of this equivalent nominal sensitivity provides the location of the closed-loop poles. Then, from a parametric analysis, it is possible to select the
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main control and active damping parameters to accomplish the control objectives: 1) maximizing the dominant time constant and 2) minimize harmonic interactions around the resonance frequency. Both objectives can be described analytically by the position of the dominant poles [11]. Therefore, an optimal solution to the tuning problem can be found by a direct search of the controller parameters that maximize the absolute value of the real part of the system dominant poles.

The developed impedance/admittance root locus provides advantages in comparison with the formulations derived from the classical closed loop schemes, such as the analyses of [9], [16], [19]: from the control design point of view, the active damping action is modeled as a part of the converter admittance, which avoids the analysis of multiple-loop structures [17], [20], [28]. Furthermore, the ability of modeling the converter by its equivalent admittance permits to include its behavior in wind farm system level studies [29], [30]; therefore, a customized tuning of the wind turbine as a function of its placement inside the wind power plant is feasible, which poses an interesting analysis for further works.

In comparison to previous works based on the impedance/stability formulation [20], [27], [28], this work provides a quantitative solution for the wind turbine controller design flow (i.e., the value of the current loop time constant). The proposed method also provides a solution with high relative stability: from the definition of the problem, the dominant poles are placed in a constrained stability region of the root-locus, which is a good measure of robustness in the presence of physical system uncertainties [31], [32]. In this sense, it is more restrictive than design for passivity methods [20], [28], [33], since solutions associated to closed-loop poles near the right half plane (RHP) are not allowed (by definition of a constrained stability region). On the other hand, the downside of the proposed method in comparison to design for passivity is that a nominal grid model is needed for the tuning. However, in practice, the nominal grid model (as seen by the converter) is well defined by the LCL filter, for which the parameters are known. This discussion suggests that a comparative between both techniques in terms of sensitive analyses in a realistic scenario (e.g., using real data from an existing wind power plant) is a potential work to be addressed in future.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the LCL grid-connected converter circuit, the current controller and the basics of the impedance/admittance formulation. Section III describes the controller implementation details and how they are modeled. Section IV shows the methodology for the root-locus derivation and how it is aligned with the overall design objectives. Section V develops a case study using the lab-scale prototype parameters that are subsequently employed in Section VI for experimental validation. Finally, the paper is concluded by summarizing the main outcomes and contributions.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND MODELING

A. Circuit Modeling

Fig. 1(a) represents a LCL grid-connected VSC working in current control mode. The voltages $E$ and $U$ represent the stiff grid and VSC output voltage, respectively. The LCL...
output filter is formed by the converter side inductive filter, the capacitance and transformer leakage model. The converter side filter is defined by series inductance $L_{cs}$ and resistance $R_{cs}$. The capacitance is given by a parallel capacitance $C_{cp}$ in series with a small equivalent series resistor $R_{cp}$. The transformer model is given by a leakage inductance $L_{ts}$ and a leakage resistor $R_{ts}$ in series. The voltage across the capacitor branch is $E_c$. This point defines the converter point of connection for the proposed Impedance/Admittance stability analysis. The grid impedance is represented by $Z_g'$, which depends on power system circuit and grid conditions [21], [34].

Focusing on a type IV wind turbine application, the biggest constraint in the hardware design is imposed by the transformer short-circuit current [25], which in practice sets $L_{ts}$ [14]. Typical values for the secondary inductance are then in the range $[0.06, 0.1]$ p.u. of the machine rate power [14], [35]. Following LCL design basic guidelines, the secondary inductance also constrains the selection of the converter filter: a primary inductance equal to the transformer inductance is a reasonable design both in terms of cost and dc-bus usage [14], [16]. Using $L_{ts}$, as a constraint (which may include the inductive part of $Z_g'(s)$ if available [14]), in practice, the main degree of freedom of the LCL filter is the choice of the capacitance $C_{cp}$. The LCL resonance frequency (angular) is given by

$$\omega_{res} = \sqrt{\frac{L_{cs} + L_{ts}}{L_{cs}L_{ts}C_{cp}}}.$$

The selection of $\omega_{res}$ involves a trade-off between control interactions and enhanced filtering [15], [16], [19], [36]. From the point of view of the converter based active damping, typical values at which the technique is more effective are in the range $[0.1\omega_s, 0.2\omega_s]$, with $\omega_s$ being the angular sampling frequency [16].

The role of the resistive components is also worth mentioning. From the VSC efficiency perspective, these are associated to system power losses. However, from the control point of view, they are beneficial as they damp the dynamics of the closed loop system [15], [16].

**B. Current Controller Structure**

Fig. 1(b) shows the analyzed controller structure. $K(s)$ represents the main controller, which in this work is a PR implemented in $\alpha\beta$-frame

$$K(s) = (k_p + k_i \frac{s}{s^2 + \omega^2})I \quad (2)$$

with $k_p$ and $k_i$ being the proportional and resonant gains, respectively. $I$ represents a 2x2 unity matrix, which means that $K(s)$ is diagonal, which eases the dynamics assessment [11]. The PR controller is suitable for cascaded loop controllers in wind turbine applications: one key advantage is that it is a simple structure with ability to control the negative-sequence [8], [9], which is becoming an interesting feature for grid-codes compliance [2].

The control action calculation also includes an $E_c$ voltage feedforward double path [see Fig. 1(b)], with the following objectives: 1) provide a filtered value of the main grid component to improve the initial transient [28] and 2) an active damping action based on capacitor voltage derivative term [16], [20], [24]. The active damping action is given by the $E_c$ path through a feedforward filter defined as

$$F(s) = (k_{ad}C_{cp}s)I. \quad (3)$$

with $k_{ad}$ being the active damping gain ($C_{cp}$ is the capacitor nominal value). $F(s)$ is also diagonal.

The system delay is modeled by a time latency $t_L$ due to discrete-time operation (e.g., A/D and D/A conversion times of the digital board) and half a control sample due to PWM [zero order hold (ZOH)] operation [10], [11], [20]. Even both blocks are usually merged in one pure delay one, it has been found that splitting the delay model in two transfer functions better matches the whole frequency response around $\omega_{res}$.

The system plant is represented by $P(s)$, which is a function of the LCL filter components [and $Z_g'(s)$] [16], [18], [19].

Until now, the matrix notation in the figure represents the three-phase and scalar variables of the real circuit. Subsequently, for the sake of generality scalar notation is used, as no couplings between phases are considered. This assumption is accurate since the proposed controller (implemented in $\alpha\beta$-frame) and the plant are diagonal [37], [38].

**C. Admittance/Impedance formulation for dynamics assessment of grid-connected VSCs**

Fig. 1(c) shows an alternative formulation of the grid-connected current controlled VSC problem. The digital controller and the converter-side filter (formed by $L_{cs}$ and $R_{cs}$), which are well parametrized during the design stage, are modeled by an equivalent admittance $Y_c(s)$ (and the closed loop gain $G_c(s)$ which sets the dependence on the current reference). The converter dynamics are set by the admittance interacting with the rest of grid impedances, grouped in $Z_g(s)$; i.e., the $Y_c(s)Z_g(s)$ Nyquist trajectories set the dynamics of the system [20], [27], [39], [40].

A key feature of the Impedance/Admittance formulation is that $Y_c(s)$ definition includes all the $E_c(s)$ internal feedback paths, which eases the study of active damping [17], [20], [28]. The explicit derivations of $Y_c(s)$ and $Z_g(s)$ are given in the following.

From Fig. 1(a), the converter admittance transfer function is defined by the ratio $i_c(s)$ over $E_c(s)$, with $E_c(s)$ being defined as an ideal voltage source and the current reference set to zero [the closed loop gain $G_c(s)$ can be defined in a similar manner], i.e.,

$$Y_c(s) = \left[ \frac{i_c(s)}{E_c(s)} \right] |_{i_c^* = 0} \left( G_c(s) = \left[ \frac{i_c(s)}{i_c^*} \right] |_{E_c = 0} \right). \quad (4)$$

$Y_c(s)$ can be also identified as the converter current due to the grid voltage acting as a disturbance (i.e., effect of grid voltage harmonics in the current loop) [9], [20].

By considering both circuit and current control equations, analytical expressions for $Y_c(s)$ can be obtained [20], [28];
i.e., from Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b),

$$Y_c(s) = \frac{1 - F(s) e^{-s t_L} H_{zoh}(s)}{L_{ts} s + R_{ts} + K(s) e^{-s t_L} H_{zoh}(s)}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

It should be remarked that $Y_c(s)$ is a function of the interface filter in combination with the controller (including system delays) transfer functions. The effect of outer loops, such as phase-locked loop, dc-link or reactive power control, in $Y_c(s)$ can be neglected as in practice the bandwidth of those outer loops should be much smaller than $\omega_{res}$ [39]-[42]. Using a similar reasoning, the feedforward path filtering $E_{c1}$ from $E_c$ to improve the grid-connection initial transient [see Fig. 1(b)] can be also neglected [28].

On the other hand, the grid impedance as seen from the $E_c(s)$ point is given by the capacitance filter connected in parallel to the transformer leakage impedance; i.e.,

$$Z_g(s) = Z_{gp}(s) / Z_{gs}(s)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

with

$$Z_{gp}(s) = 1/(C_{cp} s) + R_{cp}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

and

$$Z_{gs}(s) = L_{ts} s + R_{ts} + Z_g'(s).$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

### III. Implementation Details and Its Modeling in the S-Domain

This section refers to the main discrete-time implementation details and how these blocks are modeled in the continuous domain. Overall, it is sought to use low order expressions that well fit the actual frequency response up to $\omega_{res}$.

#### A. System Modeling of Delays

The system latency represents pure delays in the systems, such as A/D conversion. This delay can be approximated by the first order expression

$$e^{-Ls} = \frac{e^{-tLs/2}}{e^{tLs/2}} \approx \frac{1 - s t_L/2}{1 + s t_L/2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

which provides unitary amplitude and good phase matching up to $0.2 \omega_s$ [11].

Even the ZOH is usually modeled by half a sample delay, it introduces some amplitude correction. The exact expression of ZOH transfer function is given by

$$H_{zoh}(s) = \frac{1 - e^{-s/f_s}}{s/f_s}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

with $f_s$ being the sampling frequency. Using the same approximation for the delay that in (9), the ZOH can be approximated by a first order expression

$$H_{zoh}(s) \approx \frac{1}{1 + s/(2 f_s)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

which well matches amplitude and phase in a low frequency range up to $0.2 \omega_s$.

---

**B. Controller Filters**

For the discrete-time implementation, the impulse invariant method has been used for the resonant filter of $K(s)$. The discrete PR controller is

$$K(z) = k_p + k_i \frac{z^2 - 1}{z^2 - 2 \cos(\omega_s/f_s) z + 1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

This implementation well matches the continuous-domain definition [9], [10], [43], and hence the continuous domain expression well represents the real implementation; i.e., (2) is employed to calculate the root-loci.

However, the situation is not so straightforward for the active damping path. The implementation of an ideal differentiation filter is not available, as it is a non proper transfer function (i.e., a noncausal filter) [32]. Different approximation giving to discrete-domain causal filters are available [16], [24], [32]. A simple, first order approximation for the discrete-time derivative is obtained by the backward-difference rule [32] as follows

$$s \rightarrow f_s (z - 1)/z.$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

From (13), the discrete derivative action is performed by a causal filter, which has a zero at the origin and a pole at $\omega_s/2$. Fig. 2 shows the frequency response of the discrete-derivative filter and compares with the ideal anti-causal implementation: as frequency increases, the phase-angle and amplitude are reduced, which means that the discrete differentiator loses its properties at frequencies near the Nyquist frequency. This filter behaves as derivative up to $0.25 \omega_s$ (i.e., its phase is between 45 deg and 90 deg), with $\omega_{res} < 0.25 \omega_s$ being a reasonable practical assumption (at higher frequencies, the acquisition anti-aliasing filters tend to make the control action ineffective [44]). Therefore, it is expected that the discrete derivative defined by (13) is a reasonable solution for active damping based on voltage feedforward. According to the latest implementation assumption, the active damping filter in the

---

**Fig. 2. Frequency response of time derivative filters: (solid blue) discrete filter obtained from the backward-difference rule; (dashed-dotted red) ideal filter (anti-causal); $\omega_s = 2\pi f_s$ with $f_s = 10$ kHz is represented.**
discrete domain is given by
\[ F(z) = k_{ad}C_{cp} \frac{f_s(z - 1)}{z}. \] (14)

By noting that \( z = e^{sT_s} \) and using the approximation technique of (9), the active damping filter is re-defined accordingly to be used in the root-locus calculation
\[ F(s) = k_{ad}C_{cp} \frac{f_s(e^{sT_s} - 1)}{e^{sT_s}} \approx k_{ad}C_{cp} \frac{s}{1 + s/(2f_s)}. \] (15)

As shown below, the active damping control action defined by (14)-(15) is able to shape the dynamics of the system (i.e., the placement of the dominant poles), despite its deviations from the ideal (anti-causal) filter and the effects of system delays [modeled by (9)-(11)].

IV. ROOT-LOCUS BASED TUNING DERIVED FROM THE IMPEDANCE/ADMITTANCE FORMULATION

Starting from the Impedance/Admittance Stability formulation, a systematic methodology to calculate the root locus and then tune the current controller is developed in this section.

By assuming that both \( Y_c(s) \) and \( Z_g(s) \) are open loop stable\(^1\), a modified sensitivity transfer function, which represents the dynamics of the closed loop system, is defined as
\[ S_m(s) = \frac{1}{1 + Y_c(s)Z_g(s)}. \] (16)

Then, the dominant poles of the closed-loop system are available from the \( S_m(s) \) root-locus.

In practice, since the LCL filter defines a poorly damped physical system, the dynamics are defined by an under-damped second order system. The dominant pair of poles is defined as \( p_{d±j} \), with \( \text{Re}(p_{d±j}) \) and \( \text{Im}(p_{d±j}) \) being their real and imaginary parts. The dominant time constant is given by \( \tau_d = 1/\text{Re}(p_{d±j}) \). As shown below, in practice, \( \text{Im}(p_{d±j}) \) is around \( ±\omega_{res} \), which provides physical meaning to the model: the roots associated to \( \omega_{res} \) oscillations limit the dynamics of the system. Furthermore, since the system is poorly damped, it is observed that \( |\text{Re}(p_{d±j})| < |\text{Im}(p_{d±j})| \).

A. Control and Tuning Objectives

Besides a fast time response, reliability of the current controller when working in different grid conditions is a key objective, which is strongly related to the concepts of robustness and relative stability [31]–[33]. Robustness in terms of root-locus design can be formulated as follows: for a given nominal plant, the closed loop dominant poles should lie inside a predefined stability region [31]. For the wind turbine application, a maximum time constant \( \tau_{dmax} \) for the inner current controllers imposes the design objective: a constrained stability region is as depicted in Fig. 3. On the other hand, design for passivity methods also point to provide a robust solution in the presence of uncertainty in the grid. However, by definition, the region for stability implicitly considers the whole left half plane (LHP), since absolute stability is the control objective (i.e., no poles in the RHP are allowed) [33]; hence, the region of stability imposed by the application (i.e., a minimum time response, as shown in Fig. 3) is more restrictive than the one imposed by design for passivity methods.

Therefore, the minimization of \( \tau_d \) for a given nominal grid \( Z_g(s) \), is a design objective aligned with both time response and reliability of the grid-connected converter. By means of the root-loci information, the tuning objective is to find the collection of \( k_p, k_i \) and \( k_{ad} \) parameters [in (5)] that fulfil the following criteria:

1) In order to minimize the current controller dominant time constant, given by \( \tau_d = 1/\text{Re}(p_{d±j}) \), \( \text{Re}(p_{d±j}) \) should lie in the LHP, as further as possible from the RHP.

2) The damping factor of the dominant poles, defined as
\[ \xi_d = \frac{|\text{Re}(p_{d±j})|}{\sqrt{\text{Re}(p_{d±j})^2 + \text{Im}(p_{d±j})^2}} \] (17)

should be maximized, which is achieved by increasing \( |\text{Re}(p_{d±j})| \), with \( \text{Im}(p_{d±j}) \approx ±\omega_{res} \) being a good approximation in practice. An insightful relation between phase margin (PM) and damping factor is given by \( PM \approx 100\xi_d \) [32]; i.e., the relative stability of the system is enhanced by increasing \( |\text{Re}(p_{d±j})| \).

In sum, by maximizing \( |\text{Re}(p_{d±j})| \) both transient response and relative stability are enhanced.

V. CASE STUDY

The parameters of the lab-scale prototype used for experimental verification (next section) have been employed to develop the theoretical approaches in a case study. Table I shows the physical parameters employed for analysis and experimental verification, which aim to follow the design guidelines explained in section II-A. Since a key aspect of the analysis is to show how the active damping action changes the dynamics of the system, a relatively low resonance frequency is selected [16] (both in the analysis and in the experimental verification). It should be also noted that \( Z_g'(s) \) is neglected in the analysis, since \( |Z_g'(s)| << |L_{ts}s + R_{ts}| \) is an accurate assumption for low-power scale circuits (i.e., the leakage

\(^1\)This condition is imposed to avoid unstable pole-zero cancellations [38]. \( Z_c(s) \) is stable by definition. \( Y_c(s) \) stability can be checked in the design stage.
inductor of a low power transformer is much higher than other impedances in the path of the stiff grid).

Different methodologies to get the tunings that accomplish the application objectives have been performed as explained below.

A. Tuning by Inspection

A criterion to start the tuning is first to consider that the dominant roots mainly depend on the proportional constant $k_p$ [9], [10], [28]. The proportional constant is re-written as

$$k_p = (L_{cs} + L_{ds})\alpha_c$$

with $\alpha_c$ being the theoretical closed loop bandwidth [16], [20], [28]. The main reason to use this expression is to give physical insight to the $k_p$ parameter [11], [28]. By means of a $\alpha_c$ ($k_p$) sweep (with $k_i = k_{ad} = 0$), it has been found that the real part of the dominant poles is maximized at $\alpha_c = 0.05\omega_s$. This gain can be considered a moderate one when compared to the maximum value defined by the one-to-tenth rule, i.e., $0.1\omega_s$ [45]. Therefore, this tuning is named “moderate $\alpha_c$”.

Subsequently, the gain of $k_i$ is introduced: a relatively low $k_i$ does not give a significant change in the root locus; i.e.,

- the new roots result in pole-zero cancellations around $j\omega_1$ (resonant gains) so the system order is kept.
- The effect $k_i$ on the main roots is relatively small; i.e., as expected $k_p$ weights much more in the dominant poles placement.

It should be mentioned that, this reasoning applies in all the tunings; $k_i = 5000$ has been employed in all the root-loci (and in the experiments).

Subsequently, a $k_{ad}$ sweep, which shown in Fig. 4, seeks to identify the most convenient gain that maximizes the real magnitude of the dominant poles. The dominant poles that give the most convenient tuning (according to the proposed control objectives) are highlighted in red in Fig. 4; the parameters are $\alpha_c = 0.05\omega_s$, $k_i = 5000$ and $k_{ad} = 10$. The dominant poles obtained with the “moderate $\alpha_c$” tuning are $p_{d\pm3} = -905 \pm 8570\text{rad/s}$.

Another criterion to start the tuning is by considering that the active damping is more effective changing the position of the dominant poles when the main controller has a high theoretical bandwidth [16]. This suggests that another tuning strategy starting from $\alpha_c = 0.1\omega_s$ (one-to-tenth rule [45]). Fig. 5 shows the root-locus based on a $k_{ad}$ for $\alpha_c = 0.1\omega_s$. This tuning is named “high $\alpha_c$”. It can be noticed that the system is unstable if active damping is not activated ($k_{ad} = 0$). With $k_{ad} = 20$ there is two sets of pair of poles with $\text{Re}(p_{d\pm3}) \approx -1000\text{rad/s}$ (i.e., a fourth order dominant response); in Fig. 5, these roots are highlighted in purple.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table I</th>
<th>Physical System Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parameter</td>
<td>Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated Power</td>
<td>$S = 2.2\text{kVA}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated Voltage (Line to line RMS)</td>
<td>$V = 220\text{V}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sampling (and PWM switching) frequency</td>
<td>$f_s = 10\text{kHz}$ ($\omega_s = 2\pi f_s$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Converter inductance</td>
<td>$L_{cs} = 8.6\text{mH}(0.123\text{p.u.})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Converter equivalent resistance</td>
<td>$R_{cs} = 0.27\Omega(0.012\text{p.u.})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacitor</td>
<td>$C_{eq} = 4.5\text{uF}(0.039\text{p.u.})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacitor ESR</td>
<td>$R_{cp} = 1\text{m\Omega}(&lt; 0.001\text{p.u.})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid Side Inductance</td>
<td>$L_{ds} = 4.7\text{mH}(\text{trafo leakage}) + 1.8\text{mH}(0.097\text{p.u.})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid Side Resistor</td>
<td>$R_{gs} = 0.22\Omega(0.010\text{p.u.})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCL resonance frequency</td>
<td>$\omega_{rez} = \frac{7743\text{rad}}{s} (f_{rez} = 1.233\text{kHz})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latency (1 sample in dSpace DS1006)</td>
<td>$t_{psw} = 0.5/f_s = 50\mu\text{s}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWM/ZOH delay</td>
<td>$t_{psw} = 0.5/f_s = 50\mu\text{s}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 6. Surface plot showing the results of the direct search in the $\alpha_c - k_{ad}$ axes. The gradient colors represent $|\text{Re}(p_{d_{\pm j}})|$. The optimal solution (i.e., “optimal” tuning) is identified at ($\alpha_c = 0.066\omega_s, k_{ad} = 19.5$).

**B. “Optimal” Tuning**

From the previous sections it can be seen that, overall, a moderate $\alpha_c$ is convenient to initially move the dominant poles to the left, but the tuning of $k_{ad}$ is more effective for higher $\alpha_c$ values. Therefore, it is expected that there is an optimum set of ($\alpha_c, k_{ad}$) values that places the dominant poles the furthest away from the RHP. This problem can be solved by finding the minimum of $\text{Re}(p_{d_{\pm j}})$ [i.e., the maximum of $|\text{Re}(p_{d_{\pm j}})|$ for stable solutions] in the ($\alpha_c, k_{ad}$) plane, which has been obtained by a direct search method [46]: Fig. 6 depicts $|\text{Re}(p_{d_{\pm j}})|$ for a bounded set of ($\alpha_c, k_{ad}$) that assures stability. The optimal solution is obtained with $\alpha_c = 0.066\omega_s$ and $k_{ad} = 19.5$, where $|\text{Re}(p_{d_{\pm j}})| \approx 2150$ rad/s.

Fig. 7 shows the different root-loci, including the “optimal” tuning (highlighted in green), which gives two set of dominant pair of poles with $|\text{Re}(p_{d_{\pm j}})| \approx 2150$ rad/s. A solution with $\alpha_c = 0.066\omega_s$ but high $k_{ad}$ is also represented in order to show how a high $k_{ad}$ drives the system to near to the RHP (instability). The latest tuning is named “high $k_{ad}$”.

Fig. 7 also represents the zeros of $S_m(s)$, including the ones relatively close to the dominant poles. As shown in the experimental section, these zeros have influence on the dynamics as they mitigate the amplitude associated to the dominant responses in the command step response.

**C. Correspondence with Nyquist Diagrams**

Fig. 8 represents the Nyquist trajectories corresponding to the root-loci of Fig. 7. Overall, it can be appreciated that the “moderate $\alpha_c$”, “high $\alpha_c$” and “optimum” tunings provide low sensitivity peaks, defined by $1/\eta$ for each trajectory [6], [38], [47]. Low sensitivity peak means good relative stability; on
TABLE II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tuning</th>
<th>$Y_c(j\omega = 0)$ [dB]</th>
<th>$Y_c(j\omega = 0)[\Omega^{-1}]$</th>
<th>$1/k_p[\Omega^{-1}]$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Moderate $\alpha_c$&quot;</td>
<td>-33.57</td>
<td>0.0210</td>
<td>0.0213 ($k_p = 47$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;High $\alpha_c$&quot;</td>
<td>-39.86</td>
<td>0.0102</td>
<td>0.0102 ($k_p = 98$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Optimum&quot;</td>
<td>-36.46</td>
<td>0.0150</td>
<td>0.0152 ($k_p = 66$)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 9. Frequency Response of $Y_c(j\omega)$ for different tunings: (solid blue) "moderate $\alpha_c$"; (dotted red) "high $\alpha_c$"; (dashed green) "optimum".

the contrary, the "high $k_{ad}$" gives a high sensitivity peak; i.e., low conditional stability [6], [38], [47]. However, it can be appreciated the calculation of $p_{d+}$ (including potential pole-zero cancelations) is not so straightforward by inspection of the Nyquist trajectories [6].

D. $Y_c(j\omega)$ Shape and Disturbance Rejection

From the definition in (4), $Y_c(j\omega)$ represents the converter current due to a change in the presence of grid voltage harmonics. For perfect reference tracking and disturbance rejection, $Y_c(j\omega) = 0$ should be the design objective [28]. In practice, this objective is fulfilled at some specific frequencies (e.g., low order odd harmonics) by means of resonant filters [9], [10], [28]. However, resonant filters are very selective, so that at the rest of frequencies inside the controller bandwidth (i.e., $\omega < \omega_s/10$), $Y_c(j\omega)$ mainly depends on the proportional gain $k_p$. More specifically, from (5), it is straightforward to derive $|Y_c(j\omega)| = 1/k_p$ for the low frequency range, where $L_{cs}\omega << k_p$ and $k_{ad}C_{sp}\omega << 1$ are accurate assumptions. Fig. 9 shows the frequency response of $Y_c(j\omega)$ for the key tunings analyzed in this section. It can be appreciated how the low frequency approximation to predict the disturbance rejection effectiveness is accomplished. As expected, the higher gain tuning provides a higher disturbance rejection, as also summarized in Table II.

At a higher frequency range, stability properties can be also estimated from the $Y_c(j\omega)$ frequency response [27]. In this case, due to the active damping action, absolute stability is expected for all the systems, since none of the them presents $-90\,^{\circ}$ phase crosses in the vicinity of $\omega_s/6$, a critical frequency as identified in [19], [20]. However, it may be also noticed that the "high $\alpha_c$" provides a magnitude peak around $\omega_s/6$, which, in principle, would compromise the stability (i.e., a magnitude increment of the Nyquist trajectory) [27]. These observations explain how an increment on $k_p$ artificially excites the system resonance, and then the active damping can re-stabilizes it [16].

VI. Experimental Results

The experimental verification has been carried out in the test-bed shown in Fig. 10. The objective of the experimental verification is to show that the “optimal” tuning derived from the theoretical analysis, provides a damped and fast dynamic response, while limiting the harmonic amplification of the LCL filter around $\omega_{res}$. According to the theoretical analysis, and given the parameters of the test-bed, the optimal tuning is obtained for $\alpha_c = 0.066\omega_s$ and $k_{ad} = 19.5$. Subsequently, as the lab-scale is by nature a highly damped system [16], [48], control gains can be used to artificially undamp it [16]. From the theoretical analysis, it can be appreciated that $k_{ad}$ has a greater impact on the system stability: an increment of $k_{ad}$ moves the dominant poles near the instability region (cf., “high $k_{ad}$” tuning in Fig. 7). In order to test the accuracy of the theoretical analysis, experimental results with a “high $k_{ad}$” tuning are shown. It is proved how the proposed method is able to accurately calculate the control gains that lead the system near the instability region.

Fig. 11 shows the grid current $i_g(t)$ during steps of amplitude 5A in the converter active current command (some reactive current flows the LCL capacitor when the converter current is zero). Fig. 11(a) shows the response for optimal
Fig. 11. Active current step test. (a) $k_{ad} = 19.5$ and $\alpha_c = 0.066\omega_s$ (optimal tuning). (b) $k_{ad} = 34$ and $\alpha_c = 0.066\omega_s$ (“high $k_{ad}$” tuning 1). (c) $k_{ad} = 35$ and $\alpha_c = 0.066\omega_s$ (“high $k_{ad}$” tuning 2). (d) $k_{ad} = 36$ and $\alpha_c = 0.066\omega_s$ (“high $k_{ad}$” tuning 3).

Fig. 12. Harmonic spectrum with (a) $k_{ad} = 19.5$ and $\alpha_c = 0.066\omega_s$ (optimal tuning); the THD is 1.6%. (b) $k_{ad} = 35$ and $\alpha_c = 0.066\omega_s$ (“high $k_{ad}$” tuning 2); the THD is 16.3%.

As expected, the system response shows a fast step response with little steady-state distortion. Figs. 11(b)-11(d) show the response when the active damping constant is increased so the dominant poles are near the RHP (the dominant poles are represented in green in Fig. 7). Three different scenarios are considered to highlight the high influence of $k_{ad}$ in the current control dynamics. In all these cases, an oscillation of a frequency around $\omega_{res}$ (defined by the LCL filter parameters) is observed, which is also predicted in Fig. 7 (i.e., the imaginary part of the dominant poles in Fig. 7 is around $6500\text{ rad/s}$, a value similar but slightly smaller than $\omega_{res}$). Fig. 11(b) shows that the oscillation decays with a slow time constant in comparison to the initial response. Fig. 11(c) shows that the oscillation is self-sustained as $k_{ad} = 35$, which means that the system behaves as marginally stable. Fig. 11(d) shows that the system becomes unstable at $k_{ad} = 36$, as the amplitude of the oscillation increases with time$^2$. It can be appreciated that the experimental verification is in a good agreement with the theoretical analysis, and the different tests well match the predictions obtained by the $S_m(s)$ root-loci of Fig. 7, which proves the main theoretical hypothesis.

Fig. 12 shows the $i_g(t)$ harmonic spectrum for $k_{ad} = 19.5$ and $k_{ad} = 35$ that corresponds to Fig. 11(a) and Fig. 11(c) steady-state waveforms. As expected from the “optimal” tuning, the dominant poles have maximized its damping factor [see also (17)], so the harmonic components around $f_{res}$ are small. The most relevant harmonics are the $5^{th}$ and $7^{th}$ of about a 1% and the total harmonic distortion (THD) is 1.6%. For Fig. 11(c), there is a 15% component associated to the LCL resonance (see $f_{res}$ region): the THD increases up to 16.3% because of these harmonics.

$^2$It can be noticed that the system passive damping also changes when the step is activated: the converter has more efficiency when the active current reference is close to its nominal conditions and hence, passive damping is reduced [48].
VII. CONCLUSIONS

This paper contributes an original methodology for systematic analysis and design of current controllers for LCL grid-connected VSCs, with special emphasis on wind turbine applications. The proposed approach is derived from the impedance/admittance stability criterion, which eases the design of controllers with active damping and, on the other hand, is suitable for modeling the wind turbine in system level studies. The main control objective is formulated as a minimization of the current control dominant time constant, in accordance with standard procedures for wind turbine controller design and also enhancing the relative stability to deal with potential uncertainties in the grid model. A modified sensitivity transfer function, expressed in form of $Y_c(s)$ and $Z_p(s)$, is provided in order to calculate the system root loci. From the theoretical case study, it is show how both $\alpha_{cc}(k_p)$ and $k_{ad}$ influence the dynamics, and how an optimal solution to the control problem can be obtained by direct search. The experimental results validate the proposed methodology by means of time and frequency domain key figures. The analysis and verification are mainly provided for a given nominal design of LCL grid-connected VSC. Future works would further explore the robustness of the technique in more realistic scenarios (e.g., using data from a wind power plant).
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